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The Integration of Geodetic Measurements
into an Earth Science Observing program:

The Example of Glacial Rebound

K.I-,nMeecrl

.[ntroducfion

In addressing the issue of integratíng geodetic measure-
ments into an Earth Science Observing Program, a conve-
nient starting point may be to look at how the accuracies
of geodetic measurements have improved from tens of
meters in the 1960's to centimeters and less today, represen-
ting a tbree order of magnitude improvement within th¡ee
decades . The question foremost is what can we constuctive-
ly do with such measurements. Not being an engineer, I do
not care about tìese very precise measurements per se.
What I am ultimately interested in is the evolution of the
Earth. What is the planet like today and how did it evolve
into this state from itsprimordialplanetary dust cloud? Alt
knowledge about terrestrial resources, hae¿rds, and environ-
mental change follow if we can answer this very basic all-
encompassing question. Our particular geodetic question,
therefore, is, what can the high precision geodetic measure-
ments contribute to these broader issues. I am not going
to try and answer that since many of the papers in this
symposiumhavs de¡s th4f. Instead, I am first going tomake
some cornrnents on how I think geodesy fits into the broader
spectrum and then illustrate this with one example.

There is sometimes a tendency to consider that, because
the tools ofthe trade have a particula¡ bandwidth, the Ea¡th
is constrained te 6sþ¿ys lvlthin this bandw.ith. But that, of
course, is far from thetruth" and whilethe geodetic cornmu-
nity may have to limit itselfto one part of the spectur¡L we
should remain aware ofthe broader question and it is some
ofthese that I wish to raise here: how can one integrate the
geodetic data into ttre much wider spectrum of earth
deformation observations? I will illustrate this with the
example ofcrustalreboundand sea-level change inresponse
to time-variant surface loads ofice and water using recent
results obtained for Scandinavia and elsewhere. Here, the
process is a long-term phenomenon and the geodetic
measurements provide only infomration on the late-stage
of the relaxation response, and only by combining these
observations with geological data can thephenomenon be
fi:lly understood.

The extremes of the earth-deformation spectrrm can be
illustrated ifwe ask the question 'what does a radiotelescope
have in common with the oldestknown terrestrial materials'
(Figure 1)? The answer is that both record the history of
the Earth but on very different time scales: One measures

the dispiacernents on thc Earth's surface with millimeter
precision on time scales ofhou¡s to years, the other recorcls
a complex history of earth-deformation processes o\.er a
period of4 billion years.

The particularrock illustated in Figure I is from A¡chaean
terrain i¡ Westem Austalia and contains the mineral zircon
that formed at 4.28 y I 09 years ago (Nurvau et al. 1 99 I ).
The zircons settled out of molten mantle material at this
time when the ambient temperature dropped to about
l200oC. Through complex tectonic processes it became
part ofthe crustal rocks, reached the surface, was e¡oded
and transported away and buried again to depths of more
than 20 km. All this before it was 1.2 v 109 years old. It
shows that all the geological processes occurring today rvere
already operating in the early Archaean. Then, after about
2.6 Y 109 years ago, the rock was returned to near the
surface where, more or less, itremained ever since, Ieaving
it for other rocks to pick up the story ofthe subsequent
evolution of the Earth.

At some stage these two seemingly disparate recorders of
Earth history, the rock and the telescope, have to come
together if we are to understand tbe full extent of tåe
dynamic behaviour ofthe plane! including the interactions
between the fluid regimes and the more solid parts of the
planet. This dynanrism is well illus¡ated in a time-space
spectrum ofthe various processes acting on and within the
earth (Figure 2). Atvery longperiods the deformation spec-
trum is dominated by the mantle-wide convectionprocess,
with cha¡acteristic wavelengths of the order of the depth
of the mantle and cha¡acteristic time scales of about
107-108 years. Despite the long time scales ofthisprocess,
geodetic measurements of the gravity field provide an
important inpuq the long-wavelength gravity ñeld providing
an instantaneous but ambiguous snapshot ofthe convection
pattem today. The su¡face expressions ofthe convection
are seen in plate tectonjcs, in the tectonic processes at the
plate boundaries, with characteristic length scales of
104-103 krn and characteristic time scales of 106 years,
as well as at the very high frequency end of the rp".t u*
in terms ofseismic energy released within the crust. Geo_
detic measurements are beginning to make important contri-
butions to defining the present-day kinematics ofthese plate
motions and deformations. An impofant reminder is that
not all deformation occurs at the plate margins. Major,
largely unpredictable, earthquakes do occur within even
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the oldest and stablest plates, such as the Proterozoic and

A¡chaean terrains ofAustralia, and no one part ofthe Earth

can be considered as rigid when viewed on long time scales'

Intermediate processes include the interactions between the

core and manìle, operating again on large length scales but

on time scales that range from the very short to the order

of 103 years. Other intermediate processes include the

rl,rl'olnlaìion of thc nrantleby peooclic changes in the surfàce

lo;rdi; ul'it:rl .;trr i r.;;,i,t,t, oi;i:-¿itill¡4 oil tit il':':cll'rr:s t' i I i ) :- i01ì

years zrncl on lcngtir scales t>f 104-101 kln' l reiurn ttl this

particular Problem below.

The geodetic measurements can contribute to processes

within one part of the spectrum only, that part in the time

ìnterval of hours to years; with the upper limit determined

essentially by the attention-span of funding agencies' We

can illustrate the position of geo desy in this spectrum

further with the specific question of the rheology of the

ea¡th. The scientific problem is to understand the rheologi-

cal propefies of the planet so that it becomes possible to

preáict the response over a very broad frequency band' At

irigh frequencies the response is essentially elastic, at very

loi frequencies it behaves essentially as a low-viscosity

fluid. But how does the transition between the two end-

member states occur? At what point does the essentially

elastic behaviour become dominated by fluid behaviour?

One way of tackling this issue is to measure the Earth's

,"rpon.ð to known forces over a broad frequency band'

In some problems, the force f"is known' It can be external

or internal to the Earth. The deformation D or some other

attribute of the response, such as gravity or rotational

response, is measured, and from the relation D = 't+R the

,"rponr" function R of the Earth is inferred' Examples

include the tidal deformation of the Earth, where F can

safely be assumed known' D is measrued by an array of

instrumentation, and R is inferred in term of the Love

numbers and the attenuation factor'

A different situation is exemplified by core-mantle coupling

processes, in which differential movements between the

iwoparts of theEarthresultin a forceexerted onthemantle

at iti base. The ¡ in this case is the rotational response to

the torque generated by the force, and the Ris some proper-

fy ofthemantle, such as electrical conductiviry if thecoup-

ling is electromagnetic' In this case, as in most problems'

the force is only partly known and the problem is to infer

something aboutboth -F and R from theobservedresponse'

Geodetic measurements here are important, bridging the

gapbetween the seismic and geological measurements and

inf"."n.es, the one characteristic oftime scales ofseconds

and minutes, the other characteristic of time scales of

thousand years and longer' At higher frequencies we have

to call upon the methods of seismology, at lower frequen-

cies upon the methods of geology: geodesy as verylow

frequency seismology oras high-frequency geology sums

up well the position ofthis discipline in the larger spectrum

ofEarth Science.

Now, one could continue withplatitudes and talk abouthow

geodetic measurements can be, and should be, integrated

into the bigger picture of earth science' Numerous examples

of this are given in LAMBEcK (1988) butreality is that this

integration is still far from successful achievement and I'

will refrain from furthergeneralisations and attempt to make

useof variousbits and pieces of information from different

disciplines, including geodesy, to address an important

probiem: the viscosity of the mantle.

Glaciatr rebound and mantle viscosity: State-

T'nr)i;.t {-rl The Fra'blcrn
'fhe analysis problenr is lì-oln ¿rn o'oservcd tes¡;oust: D, til

infer the response l'r¡nction R of the Earth that is subjected

to an only partly knov/n time-dependent ice load F '

R: the response function. The viscosity of the mantle,

including the lithosphere, is an important physical property'

entering into quantitative evaluations of the thermal history

and the convective regime of the mantle' Yet it remains a

relatively poorly known property and major unresolved

questions remain about its linearity or not, about its depth

dependence, and about its lateral variation, particularly

within the upper mantle. Laboratory and seismic measure-

ments give some indication of these dependencies at high

frequencies, and long-term surface loading problems by

volcanos or sediments provide an indication of the response

at low frequencies. At intermediate frequencies it is the

periodic loading of the Earth's surface by ice sheets that

provides the means of estimating the mantle viscosity'

F: the surface loadfunction. The forcing of the earth is the

growth and decay oftheice sheets overperiods of 105 years

ánd longer. As ice sheets wax, water is withdrawn from the

oceans, and as ice sheets wane, theoceans arereplenished'

Thus through time the solid earth is subjected to a time-

dependent surface load that stresses the mantle, inducing

flow and deformation. Vy'hile the general characteristics of

theloading cycles areknown,major gaps in ourknowledge

of the icedist¡ibution do occur. How thick was the ice over

Europe and North America at the time of the last glacial

maximum?.Was there a thick ice sheet over the Barents-

Kara shelves at the same time? Was the Antarctic ice sheet

larger in the past than at present? How did the ice sheets

retreat once the climaúc amelioration started? In solutions

for R, therefore, F be considered to be only partly know'

D: the observed response- Under an expanding ice cap the

crust will subside as the load stresses, transmitted through

the essentially elastic lithosphere to the mantle, relax' As

the ice sheet melts, the crust will rebound as mantle material

flows back to the region below the former aleas of glacia-

tion. Away from areas of ice loading, smaller adjustments

of the crust will occur in response to the concomitant

changes in water load. The observed response can be of

several complementary kinds: (i) the vertical movement

of the crust, measured by geodetic positioning methods,

(ii)themovementofthecrustrelative to sealevel, measured

by tide gauges or inferred from geological data, (iii) changes

in local gravity, and (iv) changes in the ea¡th's rotation and

in satelliìemotion. The analysisproblem is how, fromthese

observed responses, to infer both the planet's response

function (the mantle viscosity and effective lithospheric

thickness) and any unknown aspects of the glacial loads'
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Estimating the response and forcing para-
meters

Observations of vertical movements of the crust provide
the most direct measure of the response to the changing
surface load. However, such observations have been
possible only very recently, using GpS measurements in
Fennoscandinavia where the current rates of movemenr
range from 0 to 1 crn,iyear (ScHERNECK et al. 1999), but
tiie observa t iona I li:r:olrl is s till t,.>o shc.rt ttt irri:vrrlt a :; ig ¡t i_
i ' ic¿rrìt  est i lnî ie oi ' r l¿rni le rher;ì<>.gy. i i lsteaqj, v;r:  r ,vi i l  hav¿
to rely for the tirle being on some of the longer geocietìc
and geological recorcls to solve the rebound problem.

Tide gauge iecords of sea-level change measure the
changing position ofthe land with respect to the sea surface.
In Scandinavia rhe dominant signal will be of crustal
rebound but, at a rate of up to 10 mm/year, parallel changes
in ocean volume that ¡esult in global sea-level rjse of I to
2 mm/year are significant and a srategy has to be developed
for separating out the two effects. One approach is to use
the rebound model to predict where, at the periphery ofthe
former ice sheet, the rebound is zero, to measure sea level
there and to attrjbute any tide-gauge observed change to
"global" change. Differences in sea level between these
Iocalities and the otherScandinavian sites then determines
the rebound signal which can be inverted for mantle
rheology. Theresult is an average eustatic rise ofabout 1 -0_
1. I mm year for the past I 00 years (LervrnEcx et al. I 99ga).
Figure 3 iÌlustrates the resulting present-day rates of
"absolute" vertical crustal movement inferred from the
inversion of the tide gauge (and lake-tilt) data.

But what we see today is the tail-end of the relaxation
process and the amounts of vertical movements have been
much greater in the past, about 200 m or more in the pasr
8000 or so years forthe central parts ofthe GulfofBothnia.
Records of the past movements are contained in shorelines
that are now above or below their present position but the
observation of the age and height of these features is the
sum oftwo effects: therebound ofthe crust and the change
in the ocean volume. Inversion of the data for the mantle
rheology therefore requires an independent assessment of
the changing ocean (hence ice) volumes or a stratesv for
separating the two kinds ofunknowns. This sepurutiJn 

"unbe achieved froman anaJysis ofnow-submerged shorelines
in regions far from former centers of glaciation, but does
introduce uncertainty into the analysis (FLEMING et al.
1998). An initially "local" problem, becomes a global
problem when the full solution is sought.

But how good will be the outcomes of the inversions for
the mantle rheology. To what extent are the limitations of
the ice models mapped into the viscosity estimates. For
example, if the model ice sheet is thicke¡ than in reality,
the predicted crustal deflection will be excessive and, for
a given observed shoreline heighrage relation, the inferred
manrle viscosity is likely to be too high. Fortunately, the
spatial variability oftherebound signal, within and beyond
the former ice margins, is quite complex and this permits
some separation of the ice and earth-model parameters to
be made. One of the outcomes is robust evidence for a

degree of radial st¡atification in the mantle viscosity
(L,e,veEcx et aJ. I 996) (Figure 4), another is for ice sheers
that are generally relatively thin in Lateglacial times.
Certainly ice models much more than about 2000 m thick
overScandinavia during the last time of glaciation arequite
rncompatible wjth the observed rebound data (LAMBECK
et al. I 998b) and Figure -5 illustrates the inferred ice profile
across Scandinavia in early Lateglacial time.

One aspect of tl:r: analvsis is thaî thD,geoclcti(j ln,:l lter,.k_r¡.jcal
(iiì[a íìt,j (¡tjitc rjùmplcnic-lil;iry. T'hi: [i¡l.l rlr,:r íil-r: ibr ait c¡;i.;ch
long al'ter rhe ice retr-eated ancl rvhile the signal is srnall,
the measurements are precise. Also, the rebound predictìons
are not sensitive to the detai¡s ofthe ice sheet in Lateglacial
times, the period for which the ice model is least certain.
However, they are sensitive to the total volume of ice withjn
the ice cap. Models in which the ice is distributed differentlv
during the deglaciation phase tend to give the same Ea¡th
response function. The earlier part of the geological data
corresponds to periods when the ice sheets was still present
and the shoreline elevations for this period are strongly
dependent on the distribution ofice. Thus the older data
is not the most appropriate for inferring mantle viscosity
unless one can be certain that the ice model is well con_
strained. On the other hand, the combination of the geoloei_
cal and geodetic data makes it possible to i-pÃue t-h"
separation. Recent solutions, based on both data types,
produce consistent solutions for mantle viscosity, for
Scandinavian ice sheet parameters, and forrecent changes
in eustatic sea level, with the latter value being ofthe order
1.0 to I .2 mm/year averaged over the past 1 00 years.

An independent data set arises from some ofthe special
ci¡cumstances of the Scandinavian ice sheet and the Baltic
Basin. During theYoungerDryas, theretreat oftheice came
to a momentary stand still with the ice margin extending
from east to west very approximately from north ofHelsinki,
to near Turku, south of Stockholm and towards Oslo. To
the south a large periglacial lake developed that was cut
of from the Atlantic by a combination of land and ice
barriers. At a certain moment, this lake burst through its
barrier, lowering the lake level by some 30 m and Ieaving
behind a well developed and preserved shoreline; the last
Baltic Ice Lake shoreline. Through subsequent isostatic
rebound, this shoreline is now rilted \r/ith respect to the
present Baltic level, observations of which also provide con_
straints on the mantle rheology and on the ice model. The
analysis ofthese observations, along with observations of
the timing of the various Battic lake stages, yield further
results for therebound-model parameters that are consistent
with the otherpieces of data. These models, in ret¡¡rn. enable
high-resolution reconstructions ofthe Baltic region and one
such result is illustrated in Figure 6 (Lnvrsecr 1999).

While the solutions formantle viscosity from the inversion
of sea-level data points to a high viscosity for the lower
mantle, the precise value of this viscosity, nor the degree
of stratification within the lower mantle, is well defined.
This arises because it is only the spatially long-wavelength
components of the load that stress the lower mantle and
these components in the sea-level signal are generally much
smaller than the shorter wavelength variations. However.
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geodetic observations are again important here. In particular

the degree 2 component in the ice Ioad induces time-

dependent terms of the same degree in the gravitational

Dotential of the Earth, leading to perturbations in both

iatellitemotion and in theEa¡th's rotation. The amplitudes

ofthese changes are not strongly dependent on the choice

of upper-mantle viscosity, the part that is best determined

.fronr tire sr:a-leve] dnta, bLrt they are q.tlite sensitive t() the

Icwr:r-nl;Liriic vi.';cosity. 
'ihus Ihr: piì1'¿ìi"l¡e(ít1' trstinl¿itir::r

slrategy beconres quite obvious : coml-rine the iwo cla'a iy¡-'ç'5

in a way that weights the upper-mantle sÚucture to the sea-

levei data and the lower-mantle structure to the satellite and

rotation data. The satellite data is, however also sensitive

to recent changes in ocean-ice volumes and the viscosity

solution will depend on the assumption made about this (see

JoHNsroN and Leløsncx 1999). Thus the tide gauge data

should also be introduced into the analysis-

One requirement for the rotation analysis is that the global

ice volumes and the global rates of melting of the ice sheets

is known. This can be constrained with observations of sea-

level data from sites far from the cenúes ofglaciation, as

previously noted. This becomes anotherelement in thefinal

solution. Finally, the distribution of the ice sowces between

the two hemispheres remains a matter of importance. The

major issue here concerns the water-ice balance over the

past 20 000 or so years that I cannot go into detail here.

Suffice itto say that therole ofAntarctic deglaciation,both

now and in the past, remain matters of debate and of

importance. Disagreements occur between inferences on

past ice volumes drawn from glaciological and sea-level

studies and further work is required. Evidence for raised

sho¡elines in Antarctica is substantial and indicates thatpast

ice volumes have exceed those of today (e.9. Zw nxrz et

aI. 1998). Other than more geological work, geodetic

experiments may alsoplay arolehere, through the monito-

ring of present-day rebound.

Conclusion

The specific example discussed here, illusrated with results

that are based largely on my own work and that of my

colleagues, is one ofseveral that could have been selected

to illustrate how only when the geodetic observations are

integrated with other observations does it become possible

to develope comprehensive solutions to the geoPhysical

problem at issue. In this case, theresultant solution provides

insights into the mantle viscosity, into the ice sheet dimen-

sions during the last glaciation, and into changing ice

volumes ofthe present ice sheets and thechanges in eustatic

sealevel. Noneoftheresults areyetdefinitive and the sub-
ject will benefit greatly from improved geodetic measure-

ments as well as ftomre-evaluations of the geological data.

Other examples could equally well have been chosen- The

study of the Earth's rotation, for example, is one that

requires a broad-spectrum approach in order to obtain a

complete understanding ofthe changes that have occurred

throughout time. Geodetìc observations alone provide a

description ofonly a very narrow part ofthe total spectrum.
A]beit an extremely accwate descrìption. Other inputs come

from historical records and from geological records and one
of the signifrcant developments for the latter in the inter-

pretation of LateProterozoic tidal rhythmites by Wn-unvs

(1997). Studies of tectonic deformation incomplex marginal

zones of the majortectonic plates provides anotherexample

of where the geodetic data provides only one part of the

deformation story, that of the recent deformations- Com-

plementary information here comes from seismic data and

from arange of geological and geomorphological indicators

of crutstal rleformation ancl clisplar:etnent. as has been well

i i l i l ; t ralcd icceni ly iry ' .Vi\ i -or) l ' l  (198,Ì.  1?9iÌ) f-D¡ ihr:

clefbrrnation of Nerv Zealand lying on thePacific-Australian

plate boundary. In both these ancl the glacìal rebound

problem, the geodetic observations become most valuable

for understanding the physicaÌ processes operating within

the Earth only when they are interpreted as part of a very

broad bandwidth spectrum of observational evidence-
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Figure l: Two reco¡ders of Earth deformation (a) an exposed gneissic rock in western Austraria which ¡ecords a history of crustaldeformation from about 4 J to 2'6 billion yl.tr 
"äo' "n¿1ul 

u-r"arot.t"ì.op" Jl,^..!-*l* used in pairs, determines changesin orientation and scale of.baselines, uting ttt. Ë.hniqr_èí".tfõ.a:;Tgtire.rnterte¡ometry, 
on rime scares of hours royears' rn (a) the boulder with the circle is ihe oldest known ter¡estrial rock. Thts has been dated using a high resorution ionmicroprobe invented by W. Compston, sho*n on1h. ,ight. 
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Figure 2:Schematic spectrum on dme and space of some of
the processes deforming the Eafih arr¿ foi *lic¡
geodetic measurements provide some constains.
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Figure 3:Predicted presenrday crustal uplift in north\¡,¡estern
F,"rope based on tide_gauge uid luk.-l"u"ireÀros
(from LAr\ßECx et at. 199ãa).

Figure 4:Profìle of mantle viscosity inferred from glacial
rebound observations from the British Isles. ThËlaye_
ring is the result of the parameterization a¿ãpie¿ tomodel the Earth response. The dashed .u.i. r, 

"continuum model more consistent with the tempe¡a_
ture and mineralogical zonation of the mantle (hom
LAMBECKeT al. 1996).
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Figure 5:profìle (location in 5a) of ice height over Scandinavia at the rime of the Late Glacial Maximum before the onset of the

phase oi rapid deglacíation lfrom Launecx et al. 1998). The dashed line in (b) refers to a characteristic parabolic ice

profile (e.g. DENTON and HUGHES l98l)-
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Figure 6: Reconstruction of theBaltic Ice Lake, based on parameters inferred from geodetic and geological observations to describe
. the ice-and earth-model parameters. The time þeriod is l0 300 years ago and the Lake is held back by the ice pinned on

Mt Billingen in Southem Sweden (upper arrow) and by the elevãted land ba¡rier in the Danish Suaits' The lake overflow

occurs thr;ugh the öresund (loweranãw) (froml¡vnecx 1999). The ice limitis shown by thedashed line andiceheight

contours (white) are at 200 m interval. The black contours represent sea-level change with respect to present. The dark

grey shadèd area to rhe lefr of southem Sweden is open sea. The pale grey area to the right corresponds to the fresh-water'

environment.


